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Looking "Up" for Technology Scaling

Scaling of physical dimensions faster than the optical wavelengths or equipment tolerances used in the manufacturing line has led to increased process variability and low yields which make manufacturing expensive and design unpredictable. "Equivalent scaling" improvements - perhaps as much as one full technology generation, can come from looking "up" to circuit design and even to software (operating systems, compilers and applications).

In first half of the talk, I will talk about design-assisted technology scaling. With few examples from the lithographic patterning, and mask flows, I will illustrate how design information can be leveraged practically to radically reduce pessimism inherent in semiconductor manufacturing as well as guide process research and development.

In the second half of the talk, I speculatively argue for under-designed and opportunistic computing which offloads some of the variability handling burden to higher layers in the hardware-software stack. With examples from multimedia and sensor processing, I will show that a fluid hardware-software interface can result in substantial improvements in power, yield and application quality.